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LEADERSHIP
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Communication
Skills Changing Others With Feedback

Feedback creates internal motivation, builds the need to change behavior and diminishes the differences between how
we perceive ourselves and how others perceive us. Of its ten varieties, eight are chosen by the sender and two are
chosen by the receiver. The art in its use involves knowing how to choose the types of feedback and counseling
patterns that avoid the problem of defensiveness. Too often, the benefits of feedback are lost when negative feedback
arouses one or more of the receiver’s defense mechanisms. But without the use of feedback, closing performance
gaps is difficult, if not impossible.

Description:

5
385 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Communication
Skills Fine Tuning Organizational Information Flows

An organization without a robust system of communication is like a human body without a nervous system. Chester
Bernard, one of the early management theorists, said in 1938, “The first function of the executive is to develop and
maintain a system of communication.” Unfortunately, each of the four major types of information flows in
organizations are subject to distortion and deletions. It’s even possible that many individuals in the organization are
functioning in an environment of information overload; preventing them from accessing the right information to
make the right decision.

Description:

2
192 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Communication
Skills Tactics to Answer Objections

Unanswered objections prevent the sale. A statement, a question, or the movement of the head can signal the need to
stop and deal with a deal breaking issue. To make matters worse, an objection may not ever be stated; it often
remains unsaid. Fortunately, certain types of objections are typically raised in most sales situations. With proper
preparation, cleaver sales people can anticipate most of the objections; and by asking the right questions, get at the
rest.

Description:

4
354 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Communication
Skills Delivering Dynamite Presentations

Even the best  overheads in the world are worthless without a dynamic, credible presenter.  Properly done, speaking
gives the sales professional the advantage. Poorly done, every fault gets magnified while the sale is lost. Whether a
positive or negative impression gets made depends on a number of factors such as nonverbal communication and
subtle characteristics of the voice. Other important variables deal with the use of support material such as facts,
statistics, stories and anecdotes, the ability to ask and answer questions, etc.

Description:

2
192 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Communication
Skills Mastering Group Communication Roles

Everytime someone speaks in a group setting they are playing a role. These communication roles don’t last last
long—from a mimum of a couple of seconds to a maximum of a couple of minutes. Yet these “microroles” greatly
impact group effectiveness by determining how well the group handles information. In fact, these verbal patterns
determine whether individuals even understand what’s going on.

Description:

5
435 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours
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Selling Getting Buy-in: The Psychology of Influence and

Each and every one of us must sell two important commodities: ourselves and our ideas. Persuasive skills underlie
our ability to get buy-in to new ideas and stimulate action. The more original the idea, the greater the need to sell it.

Great leaders have also  mastered the art of the persuasive presentation—a necessary element in touching
peoples’ hearts and changing their minds.

Learn the latest findings and the classic theories from the field of social psychology and sales techniques used
everywhere. This hands-on workshop provides powerful persuasive patterns and shows you how to put them to work.

Description:

5
285 Estimate Hours

Estimate Total Hours

Total : 23 182
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